
PRETEEN WEEK 3HEAR
FROM GOD

READ MARK 10:13-16
As you read Mark 10:13-16, remember that Jesus spoke these words to His 
disciples during a time when kids weren’t always treated so well by adults. 
The way that Jesus responded to the children around Him—gently and with 
kindness—was pretty ground-breaking. It took strength and courage to be 
gentle!

Jesus did three specific things that demonstrated gentleness toward the 
children that day. Re-read Mark 10:13-16 and then write down those three 
things. (Hint: one is verbal, one is non-verbal, and one is both)

     1.  _____________________________________________
     2.  _____________________________________________
     3.  _____________________________________________

Just like Jesus was gentle toward the children, you can show gentleness to 
others too. You can be like Jesus and care about all people, even those who 
are overlooked or seem unimportant.

How many pushups do you think you can do? __________ Now test it out! 
What about sit-ups? __________ 

WERE YOU SURPRISED BY HOW STRONG YOU ARE?

Strength and gentleness may seem like opposites until you think about how 
hard it can sometimes be to choose gentleness. It’s easier to speak harshly 
when you’re tired or frustrated, to act angrily or defensively when someone 
is annoying you or being mean. Choosing gentleness in those moments 
takes some real strength!

Today, if you find yourself tempted to react with something other than 
gentleness, take a minute to do some push-ups or sit-ups to remind yourself 
just how strong you are. It takes strength to be gentle, but God has given 
you all you need to choose gentleness!
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Stand in a doorway and press your hands (your palms facing your body) 
against the sides of the doorway. Hold it for at least 30 seconds, pressing 
as hard as you can. Then walk out of the doorway and watch your arms 
gently float up! Crazy, isn’t it?! 

Being gentle doesn’t make you weak—in fact, it’s the opposite: it takes 
strength to be gentle! It means being humble and putting the needs of 
others before your own. It also means being gentle with your words and to 
all people, even those who might seem unimportant.

All of that takes work—it doesn’t come naturally to us. But the good news 
is that we have help! When you put your trust in Jesus, the Holy Spirit lives 
inside of you and gives you the strength you need to live out things like 
gentleness and kindness, even when it’s not a natural thing for you.

Just like it took strength to push against the doorway, but then your arms 
raised all by themselves, when you call on the Holy Spirit for help, you’ll 
find it’s much easier to be gentle!

GOD CAN GIVE YOU THE STRENGTH TO BE GENTLE. 

All you have to do is ask!

Go on a scavenger hunt around your house and look for two kinds of 
objects: a couple of soft, smooth things (try to find one small enough to 
fit in your pocket), and at least one sharp, rough thing.

Hold both the soft and the rough item in one hand. It’s not so pleasant 
holding the rough item. The words we say are very powerful and how we 
say them is just as important! You can use words that might sound kind 
and gentle, but if you say them in a harsh, angry or sarcastic way, your 
tone will overpower the words you choose. 

SET DOWN THE ROUGH, SHARP OBJECT, AND PICK 
UP THE OTHER SMOOTH, SOFT ITEM. THAT FEELS 
MUCH BETTER, DOESN’T IT? 

Choosing gentle words and saying them gently is hard, especially 
if you’re feeling frustrated by a situation or a person, but ultimately, 
gentleness feels much better for everyone!

Put one of the smaller soft objects in your pocket (or somewhere else 
where you’ll see it and touch it throughout the day), and use it as a 
reminder to speak gently using gentle words with everyone you interact 
with.
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